
AZART

"Azarl" LLC is a dynamically developing company engaged in development and manufacture of a
wide range of products made of vinyl chloride polymers.

Over the years of successful operation, our company has accumulated experience in the production of
inflatable products of varying complexity and purpose from rowing boats and products for outdoor
activities to complex inflatable structures.

For today we can offer manufacture of such products as:

. inflatable prefabricated buildings, inflatable structures, pneumatic hangars, prefabricated
premises on the basis of the pneumatic modules.

r pneurrloframe modules, inflatable houses, inflatable modules, MES modules, inflatable tents,
insulated tents, polar tents, decontamination tents, disinfection tents, mobile hospitals and other
tents on the basis of pneumoframework.

. soft containers (tanks) from PVC materials, inflatable slides, inflatable cylinders, pneumatic
cylinders, inflatable emergency lifts, buoys.

. pontoons, including long length and rescue equipment.

. inflatable bridges speeifically designed for safe and stable operation on snow, thin ice, bodies
of water, swamps, and other unstable surfaces.

. water-filled weights and tanks for static and dynamic testing of lifting equipment and
maclrinery;testing of building elements, towers, bridges, storage equipment, reinforced
concrete and steel structures, and other engineering structures.

At the request of the customer we can develop various industry special-purpose inflatable products
from PVC materials with the application of advertising slogans and logos.

All of our products are made using time-tested technology from high-quality European materials. For
production we use reinforced polyvinyl chloride (PVC) fabric that has high strength, durability,
resistance to changing temperature and weather conditions; resistance to UV light; it does not spread
flame on the surface (RP group 1 according to GOST R 51032-97).

The main principles of the company are building long-term and mutually beneficial relations and
individual approach; manufacture of simple and easy to install products!

Products of "Azart" LLC are guarantee of quality, guarantee of long service life and safety in use.

We work for you!

"Azart" LLC Director General
Ivanov Denis Mikhailovich

AzartLLC
city of Saint Petersburg,
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phone: +7 (812) 982-88-02
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